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Right Hand To The Champ (RHTC) emerged from humble beginnings. Born and
raised in a small town, he discovered his passion for boxing at an early age.
RHTC's dedication, perseverance, and unwavering belief in his abilities propelled
him to great heights.

Discovering Hidden Talent

One fateful day, while watching a local boxing match, RHTC's keen eye spotted a
diamond in the rough. He recognized the potential of a young, unknown fighter
who possessed raw talent but lacked proper guidance. Determined to mold this
undiscovered gem, RHTC took the aspiring boxer under his wing.
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The future champion had no idea what lay ahead as RHTC transformed his life.
Patiently, the trainer worked on refining the fighter's technique, conditioning him
both mentally and physically. Their rigorous training sessions and unbreakable
bond became the hallmark of their journey to success.

The Unconventional Training Methods
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What truly sets RHTC apart from other trainers is his unconventional approach to
coaching. He believes in pushing his fighters beyond their limits, forcing them to
discover strengths hidden deep within themselves.

From utilizing unorthodox training equipment to devising innovative strategies,
RHTC keeps his fighters on their toes. He believes in adapting to the opponent's
weaknesses, a technique that has proven successful in countless fights.

Instilling Mental Fortitude

While physical training is crucial, RHTC firmly believes that boxing is just as much
a mental battle as it is a physical one. With the art of mind games and
psychological warfare, RHTC prepares his fighters to enter the ring with
unbeatable determination.

Through grueling mental exercises and strategic visualization, he teaches his
pupils the importance of mental fortitude. RHTC's focus on mental preparedness
has often been the defining factor between victory and defeat in crucial bouts.

Creating Boxing Legends

The impact of RHTC's training methods and mentorship resonates throughout
boxing history. Over the years, his fighters have risen to prominence, capturing
world titles in numerous weight divisions.

Some of the most iconic names in boxing owe their success to RHTC's guidance.
Through tireless dedication, he instills the belief that nothing is impossible,
transforming ordinary fighters into legends.

Legacy of "Right Hand To The Champ"



As the years pass, RHTC's legacy continues to inspire aspiring boxers worldwide.
His unconventional training methods and unparalleled dedication have
revolutionized the sport.

Today, many trainers follow in his footsteps, utilizing his techniques to mold
fighters and shape future champions. RHTC's imprint on the boxing world is
undeniable, and his impact on the sport's evolution is immeasurable.

So, next time you witness a thrilling boxing match or hear the roar of adoring
fans, remember the unsung heroes behind the scenes. And never forget the
extraordinary journey of "Right Hand To The Champ," the legendary trainer who
has left an indelible mark on the sport of boxing.
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This highly anticipated memoir chronicles twelve years Tasha Robinson-White
spent working for the iconic boxing champ Floyd Mayweather Jr. As she became
the CEO of Mayweather Music and the President of the Floyd Mayweather Jr.
Foundation, her life and career were forever changed by the complicated working
environment she was a part of.
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Tasha relished the chance to link her passion with her profession, and an
opportunity to earn a comfortable living for her family. The lines indelibly blurred
as she became intricately involved in Floyd’s business and eccentric personal life.
In a first of its kind account from his inner circle, this book will answer the
questions Floyd “Money” Mayweather fans have been dying to have answered.

Although readers will be granted exclusive access to the most successful and
controversial boxer in recent years, at its core, Right Hand to the Champ is about
a smart, ambitious, dynamic woman who helped Floyd Mayweather become the
champ in business that he is today.
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